Toyota Announces Specifications and Prices
for its New, All-Hybrid C-HR Crossover
6 November 2019
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The Toyota C-HR crossover becomes an all-hybrid range with a choice of upgraded 1.8 and
new 2.0-litre self-charging hybrid powertrains
Available in Icon, Design, Excel and Dynamic equipment grades
Smartphone integration via Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ standard on all versions
New Orange Edition version available in strictly limited run of 500 examples
On-the-road prices from £25,625
Full press information, specification tables and high-res images and video footage are
available to view and download on the Toyota UK media website here

Toyota’s C-HR crossover has undergone its first important updates since its launch in 2016.
Well-established as one of the brand’s best-selling models in the UK, it now boasts an
all-hybrid line-up and benefits from new equipment features and dynamic improvements.
It follows the new Corolla in adopting Toyota’s dual hybrid strategy, giving customers the
choice of a new-generation 1.8-litre hybrid system or a more powerful, all-new 2.0-litre
powertrain.
Engines and performance
The new C-HR is unique in its class in giving customers the choice of two different hybrid
powertrains. The established, 120bhp 1.8-litre hybrid system remains in the range, but with its
eco performance enhanced by an upgrade to a lithium-ion high-voltage battery and by size,
weight and efficiency improvements in all its principal hybrid components. CO2 emissions start
from 86g/km (NEDC correlated data)/109g/km (WLTP data).
The additional powertrain is a new 2.0-litre system that produces 182bhp, with CO2 emissions
from 92g/km (NEDC correlated data)/119g/km (WLTP data). It features an all-new 2.0-litre
petrol engine that achieves a maximum thermal efficiency of 41 per cent – the world’s highest
level for a mass-produced engine – which means more of the energy potential in every drop of
fuel is captured.
As well as greater power and higher efficiency, the 2.0-litre hybrid versions of C-HR benefit
from uprated suspension and improved noise and vibration countermeasures.
Full technical data is available here.

Multimedia system with smartphone integration
The new C-HR introduces Toyota’s latest developments in connectivity and infotainment. Its
new, 2019 multimedia system incorporates Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™, allowing the
most commonly used smartphones to not just synchronise, but actually merge with the car's
media-system.
Provided as standard equipment, this also enables over-the-air map updates for the
navigation system. Toyota provides a free three-year subscription for updates (available every
six months) on every new C-HR.
Equipment grades and features
The new C-HR follows the model’s established grade structure in the UK. Entry point is the
Icon, offered exclusively with the improved 1.8-litre self-charging hybrid system, followed by
Design grade, which can be specified with either the 1.8 or new 2.0-litre hybrid powertrain.
Excel and Dynamic grades share top-of-the-range status, their specifications tailored to suit
customer preferences for luxury, high technology and sharper styling details.
Orange Edition
The new C-HR is launched with a special Orange Edition model, finished in dedicated
Scorched Orange paintwork with contrasting 18-inch matt black alloy wheels and black
bi-tone roof. In addition to the Excel equipment specification, it also comes as standard with
the JBL premium audio system. The Orange Edition is powered by the new 2.0-litre hybrid
system and availability is limited to just 500 units.
Equipment highlights
Icon grade is equipped as standard with: ●
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17-inch alloy wheels
Reversing camera
Dual-zone automatic air conditioning
2019 multimedia system with touchscreen
Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ smartphone integration
Toyota Safety Sense
LED reflector headlights

Design grade builds on this specification with: ●
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18-inch alloy wheels
Rear privacy glass
Piano black console
Rain-sensing windscreen wipers
Intelligent Clearance Sonar with auto brake, front and rear parking sensors
Auto-dimming rear-view mirror
Heated front seats with power lumbar adjustment
Navigation system
Smart entry
Heated, auto-folding door mirrors

●

Simple Intelligent Park Assist

The C-HR Dynamic introduces: ●
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18-inch Dynamic alloy wheels
Rear Cross Traffic Alert with auto braking
Blind Spot Monitor
Adaptive LED lights front and rear
LED fog lights
Puddle lights
Metallic paint and black bi-tone roof

The Excel grade adds to the Design specification with: ●
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18-inch Excel alloy wheels
Rear LED lights
Adaptive LED headlights
LED fog lights
Door mirror puddle lights
Adaptive Front-lighting System
Heated steering wheel
Leather seat upholstery
Power driver’s seat adjustment
Rear Cross Traffic Alert with auto braking
Blind Spot Monitor

Full equipment specifications are available here.
Pricing
The new C-HR is on sale now, with customer deliveries from January 2020. On-the-road prices
are shown in the table below. All versions are covered by Toyota’s five-year/100,000-mile new
car warranty.
GRADE

POWERTRAIN

Icon

1.8 Hybrid

Design

1.8 Hybrid

Design

2.0 Hybrid

Excel

1.8 Hybrid

Excel

2.0 Hybrid

Dynamic

1.8 Hybrid

Dynamic

2.0 Hybrid

OTR PRICE
£25,625
£28,005
£29,645
£30,110
£31,750
£30,250
£31,890

Orange
Edition

ENDS

2.0 Hybrid

£32,595

